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June 2, 2017 - the first thing that strikes you about the film is the humor.n With a modern lingo, pop culture and Bollywood references set. And if this is contemporary art, it is only because of the number of semantic errors, otherwise it looks more like pop music. The hero, played by Rupert Graves, spoke about his work on the film in a series of interviews for The Sun in Turkey.
According to him, his task was to show Istanbul, where people speak Mandarin, which he did not learn. Graves noted that it is incredibly important to understand Mandarin, as it shares many similarities with Turkish. The first translation of titles took place with the help of a translator. However, with the development of cinema, the language is changing. Each director tries to bring
his own characteristics to make the film different from others. â€œThatâ€™s what we tried to do in the project,â€ explained the actor. According to Graves, the biggest difficulty was in translating the titles - many of them were translated inaccurately in the film. It was originally planned that he would be allowed to play the mandarin, but then he abandoned this idea. His work in
a new film called "The Wise Man" received good reviews. This is largely due to the fact that it does not mention too well-known characters. On the contrary, the audience is presented with other characters for whom wisdom is a vital necessity, not entertainment. Also, Graves has already responded to accusations that his character in the story is an ordinary person. Despite some
critics insulting his looks, he actually looks like a Scandinavian action hero. Thus, the actor did not have to sacrifice the production to fit this type. (c)
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